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OUR PROCESS
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The Study Area 
The 55 acre study area is roughly bounded by Liberty 
Street, Buffum Street, Silsbee Street, Broad Street, 
and Market Street.
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PROJECT GOALS

“How can we attract new investment 
by physically improving Downtown 
Lynn?”

Downtown Lynn has a need for place-specific 
designs for public spaces, streets & potential 
development sites that can be implemented 
quickly.

This is not just another plan- this is an action 
strategy to help answer the question,
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SUMMARY OF PRIOR PLANS
We will build upon prior plans & YOUR vision for Downtown

Downtown Lynn is the city’s dynamic 
and diverse center for commerce, civic 
engagement, and social gathering. It is a 
beautifully maintained community that is 
highly regarded as a regional destination for 
arts, culture, dining, and shopping.

Downtown Lynn is an inclusive, 
multicultural, engaged, and well-
coordinated community where residents, 
businesses, organizations, and institutions 
frequently come together to reflect on 
community priorities and creatively 
problem-solve collaborative solutions to 
make Downtown Lynn even better.

2014 Vision for Downtown 
Lynn Project (MAPC)

2008 Washington Street 
Gateway District Plan 
(Sasaki, Lynn Housing 
Authority, Neighborhood 
Development)

2014 Downtown Lynn
Traffic Circulation Study 
(City of Lynn, Vanasse 
Hangen Brustlin)

2007 Waterfront Master 
Plan (Sasaki, collaborated 
with ZHA / GEI)

2009 Market Street Vision
Plan (City of Lynn, 
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin)

Recommendations include strengthening 
businesses, providing more activities to 
make Downtown as a destination for art, 
culture, dining, and encourage community 
stewardship.

Create more value in the area between 
Lynn’s Downtown & the Sagamore Hill 
community.

Provides circulation scenarios to improve 
the flow of traffic downtown, including 
reconfiguring several one-way streets to 
two-way.

Create a mixed-use district with 
connections from the waterfront to 
downtown & surrounding communities.

Improve the overall downtown experience 
& create a gateway entry via Market Street.

“

“
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EXISTING    
CONDITIONS

1   



DOWNTOWN HAS MANY ASSETS
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It’s only a 20-30 minute 
train ride (or 35 minute 
ferry ride) to Boston, 
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and it has great natural resources. 
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and it has great natural resources. 

While some barriers exist, most of Downtown is within a 10 minute 
walk to Lynn Heritage State Park.
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Since its designation in 2012, the Downtown Lynn Cultural District 
has drawn many visitors Downtown.
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Lynn also has a deep history and is home to 2 designated historic districts. 
The Study Area is home to 35 buildings on the National Register, the majority of which fall in the Central Square Historic District and the 
Munroe Street Historic District. At its peak in the early 20th Century, Downtown was a major center of industry, including shoe manufacturing, 
and a transportation hub. 
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As you can see below, 25% of the parcel area Downtown is commercial, 13% is mixed 
commercial and residential use, and only 6% of the parcel area is residential.
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In fact, according to the 2010 Census, only about 1,400 people live in 
the Study Area. 
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This Population Is Diverse
Lynn has a higher racial and ethnic concentration than the region. It’s community speaks an estimated 40 different languages. 
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In addition to its residents, at least 3400 people work Downtown
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About 17% of the parcel area, or 6.5 acres,  has some sort of vacancy. 
In addition, the second highest land use is parking, which makes up 18% of the total parcel area.
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The good news is, many of those vacant parcels are currently under construction or 
planned for reinvestment.
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Which doesn’t leave a lot leftover for new development.
If Downtown wants to build a critical mass of Downtown residents, it needs to consider redeveloping underutilized
properties. 
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The zoning code dates back to 1925 with no major rewrite since then, just many 
amendments & overlays which causes some confusion and could possibly hinder 
development opportunities Downtown. 
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Further, some properties will need some remediation to make them ripe for 
redevelopment.
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Almost half of the parcel area Downtown is tax exempt.
The City should balance future opportunities with market rate developments.
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Prior plans have called for mixed use development on many sites in Downtown, 
and rerouting the Lynnway to provide a large waterfront park.
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Besides development 
opportunities, Downtown 
needs to improve its 
perception and pedestrian 
experience
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Here is a map of 2013 building conditions, 65% of the parcel area is 
at or below average. 
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As seen in the map below, 12 crossings do not provide a crosswalk.
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The existing traffic circulation is difficult to navigate.  
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Below is a summary of changes suggested by previous planning efforts to 
improve it. 
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The status quo provides many opportunities for conflict, in the past year there 
were 200 recorded accidents (that’s almost 4 per week)
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When thinking about improving the experience of walking around Downtown, 
we also need to consider parking availability & access.
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60% of the study area is within a 5 minute walk of the parking garage, yet it remains 
underutilized. 

Partly because it was built in 1992 
(25 years ago) and is starting to show 
signs of its age.
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Potential improvements need to take into account the existing transit network, 
particularly when it comes to turning radii.
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They also need to make it safer for bicyclists to access the waterfront trail and integrate 
Downtown into the East Coast Greenway plan (which connects Florida to Maine!)
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There are specific opportunities when it comes to Central Avenue.
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And specific tactics the City can consider when thinking about the safety of Downtown
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

2



Public Participation
During the process, the consultant team heard from 245 
community members to shape the strategies in this plan. 
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85% of participants were from the City of Lynn
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Many of these participants thought the strategies in this plan were in 
line with their expectations.
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POTENTIAL OPEN SPACES

Throughout the process. participants were asked to identify specific places on a map to show us where we should 
be focusing on specific types of improvements. These included greening, lighting, programming and traffic/
ciriculation. The following heat maps largely influenced the action strategies in the following chapter. 
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POTENTIAL OPEN SPACES

CENTRAL AVE & MARKET ST
focus on
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A community survey was conducted to learn from residents, visitors, and buisness owners Downtown. Here are the results: 
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ACTION
STRATEGIES

3
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1

CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE



1.1 Improve Downtown’s Perception by reinforcing 
that Downtown is clean and safe

1.1.1 Provide more trash bins and introduce single 
stream recycling receptacles in the public realm 

1.1.2 Hire a Downtown steward

HOW IT’S DONE ELSEWHERE:

NKCDC’s Corridor Cleaning Program, 
Philadelphia, PA  
With a tight budget, this commercial corridor 
focused on keeping the corridor clean with 
a single worker, whom they are able to pay 
a living wage ($13/hr) with benefits and sick 
time. Provided with a custom green-painted 
tricycle, it houses brooms, trash bags and 
cleaning chemicals, this worker is dedicated 
to keeping the commercial corridor clean. He 
is now the sole expenditure of the program 
with the exception of bike maintenance and cleaning products, keeping the budget for 
street cleaning to a minimum.

Getting the fundamentals right on safety, aesthetics, and beautification is an essential first step in the creation of a unique downtown experience. 
The look and feel of a downtown impacts the first impression of visitors, the experience of customers, and the well-being of residents and 
employees. A place that is well maintained, well lit, and well populated with people coming and going feels safe and welcoming, sending the 
message that you have arrived somewhere you are supposed to be. While many have noted that cleanliness is a priority for the Downtown, data 
and discussions with stakeholders underscore that downtown is a safe, and clean place. Improvements that generate additional activity and 
enhance the comfort and appeal of the public realm will draw more people, which in turn will combat perceptions and misconceptions about 
cleanliness and safety.

Downtown Lynn is a clean Downtown. Perceptions of its cleanliness can be 
combated by providing more opportunities to dispose of trash and recycling 
properly. For instance, some property owners grumbled of problems maintaining 
their planters because passersby would place their trash there not having any 
other place to put whatever they were carrying. Providing receptacles, particularly 
on Central and Main would go a long way in ensuring unwanted trash does end 
up in the streets Downtown and negatively impact the pedestrian experience.   

In order to assist in general beautification Downtown, the City should consider 
hiring a Downtown steward to aid in making sure both the public and private 
properties look as good as they could during all times of the year. For a relatively 
low cost, a single person can be assigned to the Downtown, making sure it is 
looking its best on a daily basis. This person could address cleanliness issues, 
maintenance of flower beds, and act as the eyes and the ears of all things 
happening Downtown. 
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CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

first, focus 
around the mbta 
station

58 Downtown Action Strategy

It should not be a 
black hole at night! 



1.1.3 Increase lighting around the MBTA station, on storefronts, and on pedestrian 
corridors

a. Focus improvements around the MBTA 
Station
Opportunities around the MBTA station include under the 
over passes on Central and Washington Streets. These 
could help add much needed lights to very dark places, 
particularly for those nervous to walk by themselves while 
commuting to and from work during winter months.

b. Storefronts and Historic Architecture 
Emphasizing the unique historic character of the buildings 
in Downtown Lynn could be done with simple 
uplighting highlighting building details. 

c. Additional Pedestrian Lighting
As seen in the map to the left, the City has recently 
made good strides in improving lighting across 
Downtown. Focus installation of more pedestrian 
lighting along major corridors that do not currently 
provide it, such as Central Ave from Essex to Monroe,  
to capitalize on recent investment and emphasize that 
Downtown is walkable and inviting, especially during 
the evening for restaurant patrons.

Provide more lighting on street trees, uplighting historic 
buildings, and around the MBTA station. Opportunities for 
integrating colorful and playful ideas were a priority for the 
public. These ideas can be tested first for a relatively low 
cost and expanded upon as a more permanent amenity later. 
There are three main areas to consider focusing lighting 
improvements:

before

after
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light up the 
windows in 

prime building!! 

Lighting around the 
train station would 

change color to indicate 
an approaching train



CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

1.2 Activate Downtown’s sidewalks

1.2.1 Make it easier for businesses to 
utilize the public realm  
Business owners Downtown lamented on the inability to easily 
bring their activity onto the sidewalk.  By streamlining the process 
to provide outdoor seating and encouraging more businesses take 
advantage of the public realm, the vibrancy of Downtown would 
be greatly increased. The City should work with business owners 
to accommodate sidewalk use while making sure sidewalks are 
accessible for all users.

1.2.2 Encourage restaurants to stay open 
later by partnering with local venues and 
events  
The success of the auditorium and other arts and cultural events 
should also lead to more foot traffic and increased business 
Downtown. Residents indicated that they would be more likely to 
patron local establishments if they knew they would be open for a 
reasonable time after the event. In order to create this kind of full 
downtown experience, communication between the different venues 
and downtown businesses (perhaps exploring different incentives 
such as drink discounts, etc) would increase the vibrancy of the 
Downtown during the evening hours.

Downtown’s pedestrian experience should be enhanced to create a more lively and pedestrian friendly environment Downtown. Creating more 
foot traffic will not only improve the quality of life for the existing residents but the entire City as a whole. 

1.2.3 Partner with the Arts Community to 
enliven storefronts 
Encouraging business owners to improve their curb appeal would not 
only improve the look and feel of Downtown, but drive more customers 
to stay and patron other establishments. Unfortunately, business 
owners interviewed expressed that it was simply too expensive to 
invest in a façade for a business that wasn’t necessarily thriving, even 
with the City’s existing facade grant matching program. Partnering 
with local artists to give energy to tired storefronts could be done 
relatively cheaply and provide the same benefit.
During this process, Interface Studio was given permission to utilize 
a vacant storefront on Central Square to advertise public meetings. 
Before and after images of this installation can be seen on the 
following page. Implementing similar artful installations in storefronts 
across Downtown would breathe life into the pedestrian experience 
where it is needed. 
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before after
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CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

NICE 
WEATHER 
WINDOW
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exercise classes

performances

ice / winter fests

outdoor games

food fests

playspaces

public art

outdoor markets

1.3 Create more things to do!

1.3.1 Build upon existing 
events 
Some events Downtown have been 
building momentum. The City should 
expand the Farmer’s Market to provide 
fresh food both during the week and on 
the weekends. It should also bolster other 
events such as New Music in the Square, 
Halloween Festival, Caribbean Festival, 
by making it easier to secure permits and 
providing resources such as electrical 
hookups,  trash receptacles, and portable 
toilets as needed. 

1.3.2 Experiment with one 
off/temporary/diy events
Activating underutilized spaces along 
the Central Commons by providing diy 
activities such as yoga/fitness classes, 
sandbox for kids, games, informal 
playspaces, etc. would be a great way 
to bring more activity downtown during 
different times of the day and year at a low 
cost, particularly during the first phase 
of implementing the Lynn Commons 
(Strategy 2.2.1). 

Creating a lively downtown experience also includes drawing more people in throughout different times of the year. An analysis of existing 
events downtown showed a lack of outdoor events, particularly for families. The City should maintain support for existing events while adding 
additional events in order to attract as many different users as possible to Downtown Lynn.
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CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

I like the idea 
of a new use for 
the top of the 
garage, it has a 
great view too

1.3.3 New Regular Events
Part of what makes a great Downtown 
experience is a consistent yearly, monthly 
or weekly events that patrons can count 
on and look forward to. The City should 
consider adding events, such as a monthly 
“First Friday Food Truck Rally” or “Second 
Saturday” arts crawl to engage the 
community consistently. 

As a regional yearly draw, a Yale architecture 
studio came up with an idea for Lynn to 
host an annual “Shoe Parade” that would 
celebrate Lynn’s shoe manufacturing history 
and integrate local residents by having them 
strut their best shoes down Central Avenue. 
LynnArts has been actively pursuing funding 
for this idea, and Downtown should support 
them as needed.  

1.3.4 New Place Specific 
Events
The final type of community events that could 
generate more activity downtown include 
taking advantage of hidden city treasures in 
Downtown Lynn.  For example, participants 
in the public meetings expressed many 
creative ideas for how to reuse the MBTA 
garage roof-top provided that it is so empty 
during the day (and night). These ideas 
ranged from pop-up dinners to gardens to 
movie nights to roller skating parties. Other 
unique locations to host events and build 
excitement downtown include HighRock 
tower, and the Heritage State Park Pier.  

View from the top of the MBTA garage. 
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Garden/movies/
roller-skating on 

rooftop

Use the top  floor 
for entertainment 

and firework parties

Convert top part of lot 
to garden / green space

Photo showing underutilized parking on the top of the MBTA garage - taken during the work week, midday. 
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CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

75% of windows facing 
the train should be lit or 

lighted until 11pm

1.4 Create welcoming and distinctive gateways
The first impression of Downtown is very important in building momentum 
and encouraging more people to come and visit, and potentially live, in 
Downtown Lynn. There are 4 ways to improve the perceptions of those 
passing by Lynn, hopefully encouraging them to stay or come back and 
visit.

1.4.1 For transit users and riders at the MBTA 
station
Some 3,000 people ride through Lynn on a daily basis. However, the view 
from the train and train station leaves a lot to be desired. Many of the 
building facades facing the train station are boarded up and appear to be 
vacant. A quick and inexpensive way to add some life to these windows can 
simply lighting them up or painting the boards to let passersby know that 
Lynn is open. An example of this is seen in the photo below from Over the 
Rhine in Cincinnati where artists painted boarded up storefronts to remove 
the stigma associated with the vacant facades. The City should work with 
artists to target visible properties along the corridor to achieve this.  

before

after
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Burma-shave type of art 
for viewers on the train. 
Funny or optical effect

In addition to the view from the train, the view for transit riders from the MBTA platform 
is also uninviting and reinforces a negative stigma for commuters who do not visit 
Downtown Lynn otherwise. The garage, now 20 years old, is showing signs of wear, 
and the Prime Building appears vacant even though it is full of history and creative 
energy. To make this important Lynn gateway more inviting, the City should consider 
both public art and lighting installations on each of these structures. One comment 
from the public suggested a Burma-Shave style installation, which we’ve illustrated in 
the photo below. In addition to making the view from the platform more pleasurable, 
providing some nicer, even playful, seating for transit users would go along way in 
improving their experience as well. 

before after

after
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CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

1.4.2 Market Street Gateway 
Boulevard
While Strategy 2.1.2 addresses the format of 
the street itself, there are less expensive and 
temporary ways to give Market Street a new 
look until a major investment can be made. 
Although a good start, the existing banners 
on the street are dark in color and don’t catch 
the attention of passersby. In addition, some 
of the individual storefronts appear dated 
and could use a makeover. The City should 
consider larger installations that could take 
the place of traditional banners to add more 
excitement to the corridor.  As an example, as 
seen in the sketch to the left, an installation 
with large fabric panels would help to 
celebrate Zimman’s as a local treasure, while 
breathing new life into the corridor. 
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Better wayfinding 
to downtown 

locations

Connect bus terminal 
with stop on Central, 

need signage

1.4.3 Coordinate with key 
institutions for consistent 
wayfinding signage
Given the unusual layout of the street grid 
in Lynn, The City should develop clear 
wayfinding signage to help newcomers to 
the area find their destination, as well as 
encourage residents to visit landmarks that 
are often overlooked. This signage does not 
necessarily need to be expensive, in some 
cases a large painting would do, but it should 
be multilingual to reinforce the diversity of 
the City. High traffic corridors to target these 
installations include in and around the MBTA 
station, in the heart of Central Square, near 
the auditorium, and around local destinations 
such as Rosetti’s restaurant. 

HOW IT’S DONE ELSEWHERE:

Walk [Your City],  https://walkyourcity.org/ 
Funded by the Knight Foundation, Walk [Your City] helps 
communities get people walking by providing diy pedestrian 
signage to encourage walking to important destinations. These 
signs are meant to dispel perceived notions of distances to 
different landmarks around your city. This website will help 
communities design and manufacture their signage, as well 
as provide resources and tips for organizing volunteers and 
installing the signage. 
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1.4.4 Develop and install signage for 
parking lots and structures to help visitors 
find a spot quickly and affordably
Easy to read parking lot signage is key to ensure visitors are not 
circulating the streets Downtown unnecessarily upon arrival, 
particularly given Lynn’s unique one-way street pattern.  
As a first step to parking clarity, and relatively less expensive 
approach, the City and the Cultural District should invest in an online 
parking map to make sure visitors who like to plan ahead to know 
exactly where to go and to park when coming Downtown. 
Secondly, Downtown would benefit from two types of physical  
signage; directional signage and shared parking signage. Parking 
directional signage clearly guides visitors to available public parking 

CREATE A UNIQUE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE

Unclear/Uninviting signage at the Buffum St Municipal Lot

“Authorized Parking Only”
“Permit Municipal Parking Only”

facilities, while shared parking opportunity signage clearly articulates 
parking availability and precisely when it is allowed. Because of the 
parking availability during all times of the day at the MBTA garage, 
the City should prioritize its directional signage to that facility, and 
secondarily to other facilities in Downtown. 
Currently almost half of the parking Downtown is private. These 
lots are likely underutilized, particularly in the evenings. There is 
an opportunity to create shared parking agreements that can “add” 
convenient parking supply without the addition of more parking 
facilities.  The City should partner with Downtown stakeholders to 
maximize the efficiency of all lots in Downtown Lynn. This type of 
resource is truly capitalized upon, however, only if the lots are signed 
appropriately and consistently. Examples of these types of signage 
from other cities are found on the following page. 
As in Strategy 1.4.3, these signs, regardless of the type,  should also 
be displayed in a number of languages to represent Lynn’s diversity.
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Allston, MA Ardmore, PA Lynn, MA

Shared Parking Opportunities

Parking Directional Signage
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What’s a complete street?  Not this.  
This is designed primarily for cars and they 
move quickly here.         

2

MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE



2.1 Focused Streetscape Improvements
As seen on the map on page 
53, the community expressed 
the most interest on improving 
Central Ave, Market St., and 
Union Street. The following 
strategies focus on each of 
these streets specifically. These 
include continuing the Lynn 
Commons into Downtown, 
transforming Market Street as a 
gateway boulevard, and making 
the historic Union Street as 
safe as possible.  All of these 
strategies are aimed at improving 
the connections of the nearby 
neighborhoods to the Downtown.
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

2.1.1 Create a ‘Downtown Commons’ and 
a true Downtown Grid
Downtown’s unusual street grid is both an asset and a detriment to 
Downtown. The diagonal street known as Central Ave disrupts the 
normal grid, which while difficult to navigate, provides interesting 
architecture and views. By striking vehicular access to Central Avenue 
and created a ‘shared street’, the City would be able to continue 
the Lynn Commons into the Downtown and create a ‘Downtown 
Commons.’ This could be the transformative development that will 
attract new visitors, residents and existing residents from across the 
City to Downtown Lynn. 
These photos are examples of how other cities have integrated these 
types of shared pedestrian streets into their city grid.  They can 
be designed to accommodate fire access and loading for adjacent 
businesses during certain times of the day. 
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Lynn Commons is a 
Jewel to the City

Improve Downtown 
traffic (maybe 

close Central and 
make it a bikeway/

park?)

close central ave to 
traffic and make it 
pedestrian / green 
and part of the 

bikeway to wellington
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE
Currently many of the streets in Downtown are one way, as illustrated in 
the map below. This circuitous routing causes confusion and congestion. 
Creating a two way normalized grid in the core would be less confusing 
and more direct for drivers, provide easier wayfinding and circulation, 
increase safety and visibility (drivers will look both ways), reduce 
vehicular speed, disperse traffic across the entire grid, and equalize 
vehicular capacity. In addition, it would be better for business, given the 
increased visibility, stores will get traffic both in the AM and PM.    

Currently, a handful of businesses do open up onto Central Avenue itself. 
Business owners should be made assure that potential impacts of the 
street closure will be offset with an increase of foot traffic and use of the 
new commons as outdoor eating and merchandise space. In addition, 
loading access can still be made available during certain times of the 
day. In order to complete these circulation improvements, additional 
signalization is likely needed at Willow and Essex, Willow and Liberty, 
and Washington and Union Streets.
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The creation of this grid could happen over time in phases. The first 
phase include quick wins that would close portions of the street to 
create smaller pieces of the Downtown Commons. These can be done 
with temporary bollards and paint to test the idea and help the public 
to visualize the full potential of the grid. 
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

These sections illustrate how Central Square could 
incorporate the Central Commons over time. Today, 
you can see that Central Square isn’t much of a 
public space, because it is bounded by asphalt it acts 
more like a traffic island than it does a plaza. The 
unnecessarily wide, unmarked, lane on the north side 
of the street causes cars to speed through this area, 
making it unsafe for pedestrians and bicyclists. 

CENTRAL SQUARE TODAY
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During this test phase, the left-hand-turn cut-through 
lane from Union street onto Central Square would be 
closed to provide a 20ft temporary plaza. This space 
should be actively programmed with activities as 
recommended in Strategy 1.3.2 in order to realize its 
full potential as a public space, but it could also be 
utilized for daily use such as lunchtime dining. The 
most successful temporary plazas also usually include 
lush landscaping elements, a surface treatment, and 
temporary street furnishings. 

When the City is committed to implementing the 
complete two-way grid, the new required signal work 
and curbing would allow Central to also transform 
into a two-way thoroughfare. This would allow for the 
temporary plaza from phase 1 to become formalized 
as a permanent extension of the sidewalk. This 
extension would then provide an opportunity for a real 
pedestrian oriented public plaza in Central Square. 
The final design shows two 10ft travel lanes going in 
either direction, and the retention of the parking lane 
on the North side of the street, while providing a 50ft 
plaza. 

CENTRAL SQUARE PHASE 1

CENTRAL SQUARE PHASE 2
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE
Phase 2 would also require restructuring of the Central Square/Union Street intersection. There is enough clearance to redesign Union Street 
as a two way street, but it would require relocating some infrastructure beneath the T, as seen in the image below. 
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PARKING IMPACT ANALYSIS
Creating a Downtown Grid would result in the loss of some on street 
parking spaces:

 › along the short Washington block where a 2-way conversion 
would remove 8 spaces (though extending Andrew would offset 
that) 
 › and; wherever Central is closed off 

There are roughly 21 blocks, or a max of 84 block faces, of parking 
in the Downtown Study Area today, and losing Central lessens 

*

* Does not include MBTA Garage
(est. 79% full at peak; 203 additional 
unused spaces) 

Source: Nelson Nygaard, Downtown Parking StudyPARKING UTILIZATION 

that to about 18 blocks, or 72 block faces. In all, it results in a 
loss of approximately 14% of on street parking spaces (or about 
220 spaces). However, in looking at parking utilization today, 
there are currently about 800 public and private off street parking 
spaces going unused on a daily basis Downtown, not including 
200 unused spaces in the MBTA garage. This is more than enough 
to compensate the loss of on street spaces that may occur when 
creating the Downtown Grid.
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

As seen in the proposed site plan above, the new Downtown grid would provide a linear ‘parkway’ that would be approximately 1/4 mile 
long. While shown in green, this surface could also be paved to allow for loading during certain hours and provide an outdoor mall area for 
commercial business owners. This type of investment in the public realm of Downtown Lynn would be an incredible asset for all Lynners by 
simultaneously providing a public amenity alongside an economic development catalyst for all of Downtown.
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

2.1.2 Transform Market Street into a Gateway Boulevard
Some 2000 cars pass through Market Street on a daily basis, and the highest vehicle count 
in all of Downtown Lynn. For those coming to destinations such as Zimman’s fabrics, or 
commuters passing through, it is in some cases their only impression of Downtown Lynn.  
Currently, this impression leaves a lot to be desired. The roadway itself very wide and is 
lacking in striping to delineate lanes. It is also very difficult to cross for pedestrians and is the 
cause of many traffic incidents. 
This vision to transform Market Street into a new gateway boulevard, could again be done in 
stages, and would provide a new first impression of Downtown that Lynn would be proud of, 
and it would make the street safer, greener, and more pleasurable for pedestrian, bikers and 
motorists alike. 

Market Street today, looking Northwest towards the auditorium Rendering of the proposed Market Street, phase 1

before
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Rendering of the proposed Market Street, phase 2

after
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

These sections illustrate how Market Street could 
transform into a gateway boulevard over time. 
Today, you can see that Market Street is very wide 
and lacking in lane striping, with two lanes in each 
direction and a parallel parking on each side. 

MARKET STREET TODAY
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During this test phase, restriping the road and 
implementing a road diet are recommended. We 
propose a buffered 2 way cycle track on the west side 
of the street, a parallel parking lane on both sides 
of the street, one travel lane in each direction, and 
a median/turning lane in the center of the street. 
The cycletrack is proposed on this side of the street 
given that there are far fewer vehicular conflicts on 
this side, half the number of intersecting streets. 
In addition, long term plans identify most of the 
existing driveways on the west side being gone. This 
cycletrack should connect to the Heritage trail further 
south. 

If the new street design is proven to be successful, 
phase 2 is a more permanent and larger investment 
in the street - shown here with new curbing, planted 
buffers, medians, and a sidewalk extension. All of 
these opportunities would make the street narrower, 
easier to cross, and attractive. 

MARKET STREET PHASE 1

MARKET STREET PHASE 2
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PHASE 1 MARKET STREET STRIPING BY BLOCK

MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

The width of Market Street does vary from one end 
to the other. This drawing depicts how to implement 
the proposed striping along the entire length of the 
Street. Each letter on the map corresponds to a section 
cut of the street above. The orange viewshed gradient 
on the map is the location from which the view of 
the rendering is taken, on page 84 and 85 on this 
document.  
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2.1.3 Improve Union Street / Buffum / Silsbee Intersection
This intersection can be greatly improved by restriping it. To accomplish this, the City should channelize Baldwin to be a right-in only from 
southbound Union, which will provide access while simplifying the intersection. This can be done in the short term, and include a new plaza 
with bollards, planters and paint. In the long term, a larger investment would include a raised crossing/table,  making these improvements 
permanent. This solution retains Baldwin’s access, but limits the Silsbee or Union ‘escape valve’ to Essex Street, which is not needed given 
multiple other cross streets that connect to Essex from Union to the North.
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE
2.2 Implement the Complete Streets policy
In addition to the targeted improvements mentioned in 2.1, making sure that all streets Downtown integrate the City’s complete street policy, 
adopted in December 2015, will ensure that roadways are not only designed for the safety and efficiency of automobiles, but also for cyclists, 
pedestrians and transit users. This will make Downtown more walkable, bikeable, and safer for all. How can Downtown implement this policy? 
Like many other suggestions in this document, this process can be done incrementally with minimal investment over time to accomplish these 
goals. As an example, the following axons illustrate the types of improvements that would make one intersection Downtown, at Central Ave and 
Washington Street, more complete. 

What makes the current intersection in-complete? The one way street 
configuration allows for fast moving traffic, making navigating this 
street on a bicycle and crossing this street as a pedestrian is very 
dangerous. In addition, the lack of fully functioning traffic signals 
creates confusion and the public realm space leaves a lot to be desired.   

As an interim, first step in creating a more complete street, pedestrian 
improvements are prioritized, making every crossing safe by providing 
a bold crosswalk. In addition, traffic islands and sidewalks are 
transformed from leftover spaces to public realm assets, such as 
usuable traffic island and public spaces.  These types of improvements 
will improve the experience of all users.

CENTRAL/WASHINGTON/OXFORD TODAY PHASE 1
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What about bicycles? 
People that ride downtown 
are up on the sidewalks. Its 

a real legitimate safety 
issue 

In a more formalized approach, a larger 
investment shows how Downtown could 
serve as a model for complete streets. 
In this scenario, the Lynn Commons is 
shown as extended green space where 
Central Ave used to be, making the street 
more green and sustainable. Washington 
ave is converted to a two-way street with 
sharrows for bicyclists, and pedestrian 
crossings are pronounced. In addition 
to physical improvements, smartphone 
apps provide visitors with up to date 
parking and transit information to 
improve all users efficiency. 

PHASE 2

HOW IT’S DONE ELSEWHERE:

Boston Complete Streets Design Guidelines

Boston, MA 
http://bostoncompletestreets.org/pdf/2013/BCS_
Guidelines_LowRes.pdf

Created in 2013, this guidebook is a great resource 
for the design of complete streets throughout the 
Boston metropolitan region. It covers everything from 
sidewalk activation to stormwater management best 
practices to roadway design principles. Until the City 
creates a complete street guidebook of their own, 
they should reference this resource to help guide 
decisions when implement their complete streets 
policy. 
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MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

2.2.1 Enhance pedestrian safety 
with improved crosswalks
Walkability could be greatly improved by increasing the number, and 
type, of crosswalks Downtown. As a first step, the City needs to be sure 
that all street crossings provide crosswalks Downtown - including the 
12 intersections that currently do not provide any crosswalks at all (See 
map on page 28). Secondly, all current crosswalks must be maintained 
in order to be sure they are distinguishable and bold enough for all to 
see. 
The restriping of these crosswalks also provides a placemaking 
opportunity. The drawings on the following page are examples of how 
crosswalks could be colorful, and increase the amount of public art in 
Downtown’s urban fabric. As an example, one idea was to use different 
painted footprints crossing the street, referencing the historical legacy 
of shoe manufacturing in the City. 

Lack of crosswalk at Central Ave & Sutton Streets Lack of crosswalks at Andrew Street & Central Ave Intersection

Fading crosswalk at Essex Street & Central Ave

Fading crosswalks at Market Street & Broad Street
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the crosswalks are terrible 
- its not ADA - there are no 
lights for crossing (or at 
least  i don’t know when it 

will turn)

Can we paint the 
crosswalks so 

people will stop?

i hope they 

are painted 

BRIGHT! Fading crosswalk at Essex Street & Central Ave

Fading crosswalks at Market Street & Broad Street
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2.2.2 Improve Bicycle Infrastructure
Making Downtown’s streets complete includes making it safer for those who choose to ride 
their bicycles safe as well. There are currently no on-street bicycle facilities in Downtown 
Lynn. The 2013 MAPC Northern Strand Trail Communities Bicycle and Pedestrian Network 
Plan proposed bike lanes on Market, Central, Broad and Buffum Streets, as well as shared lane 
markings on Washington and Liberty Streets. This plan should be implemented to create a 
bicycle network that ties Lynn in to the East Coast Greenway. 
In addition, this plan proposes 3 additional facilities to complete this bike network. The first 
connects the Market Street bikelanes (See Strategy 2.1.2) to the Lynnway Trail at Lynn Heritage 
State Park. The second proposes a shared lane on Broad Street from Central to Market Street, 
and the third connects Washington Street at Sagamore along Hutchin Wharf (and the North 
Shore Community College entrance) to the existing ped/bike bridge over the Lynnway. These 
three additions can be seen in Red on the following map and will greatly increase connections 
to Downtown’s future bike network and the regional trail along the Lynnway. 

MAKE OUR STREETS COMPLETE

HOW IT’S DONE ELSEWHERE:

MassDOT Separated Bike Lane Planning & 
Design guide 
http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/highway/
DoingBusinessWithUs/ManualsPublicationsForms/
SeparatedBikeLanePlanningDesignGuide.aspx

This 2015 Massachusetts Department of 
Transportation guidebook provides details on how 
to effectively design streets to accommodate bicycle 
lanes in many different environments. 
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3

IMPROVE OUR PUBLIC SPACES



3.1 Improve the Lynn Arts Campus
The ‘Lynn Arts Campus’ is loosely defined as the open space area 
around the Lynn Museum at 590 Washington Street, and the Lynn 
Arts building at 25 Exchange Street and the lot on the corner of  Union 
Street and Exchange Street, 1 Exchange Street. Currently the grounds 
around Lynn Museum are well maintained and lush, but are closed to 
the public when the Museum is not open because it is surrounded by 
a fence. The Museum should consider removing the fence to allow for 
the grounds to be welcoming and enjoyed by all throughout the course 

of the day. This would also allow for the corner lot to be incorporated 
into the Lynn Museum grounds to create one larger Downtown park. 
This space should remain flexible, continuing to host the farmers 
market and allow for more expression of public art. The City should 
team with the Lynn Museum and Lynn Arts to work with a landscape 
architect to form a masterplan for the space as a first step. 

tear down this wall!
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IMPROVE OUR PUBLIC SPACES

3.2.1 Central Square & Union Street
The intersection at Central Square 
provides a great opportunity for a 
vibrant public space Downtown. 
Today, the square is home to events 
such as ‘New Music in the Square’ and 
the Halloween festival. However, the 
central triangle is disconnected from its 
surrounding sidewalks, and the current 
design includes a lawn space that is not 
very accessible. Recent investments in 
this triangle include a new clock, which 
is well liked and could be incorporated 
in the following phases. 

“use as pocket 
park, pop up 
stage, art 

installation, keep 
it rotating”

3.2 Take advantage of the triangles 
on Central Ave
The triangles along Central Ave are currently home to some planters, but do not act as 
a vibrant public spaces. Downtown should utilize these triangles and activate them. 
This can be done in a ‘test phase 1’ by first using bollards, paint, planters, and seating 
for use for both residents and downtown employees during the day and evening. 
These temporary plazas can allow for outdoor cafe seating, which is needed in Lynn 
given the existing narrow sidewalks. The follow drawings illustrate some of these 
opportunities along Central Ave.
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PHASE 1
This drawing depicts how the City could 
incorporate the Central Square triangle 
into the southern sidewalk, expanding the 
public space from 2500 sqft to 9000 sqft. 
This space should be actively programmed 
with activities as recommended in Strategy 
1.3.2 in order to realize its full potential as 
a public space, but it could also be utilized 
for daily use such as lunchtime cafe 
seating. The most successful temporary 
plazas usually include lush landscaping 
elements, a surface treatment, and 
temporary street furnishings. 

PHASE 2
If after testing the idea of closing the 
through street to traffic in phase 1 and 
if the City is ready to move ahead with 
making this a permanent open space 
in Downtown Lynn, phase 2 can be 
implemented.  This more permanent 
investment would create an active, 
lively space Downtown and help to spur 
development on the existing adjacent 
parking lot. The design of this space 
should try and preserve the existing 
street trees, and offer opportunities for 
outdoor dining, music (including electricity 
hookups) and public art. 
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IMPROVE OUR PUBLIC SPACES

3.2.2 Central Ave & Liberty Street
Currently this triangle is home to an auto repair shop, Action Auto 
Sales, that parks its cars on the entire surface of the central triangle. 
If the City were able to gain ownership of this land, potentially by 
offering the existing business a land swap, the opportunities to 
provide a larger public space on this portion of Central Avenue are 
immense. Since this triangle is larger than the one at Central Square, 
it has an opportunity to provide a much needed family friendly play 
space in Downtown Lynn.  
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PHASE 1
Before the city is able to invest in the 
larger vision for the Downtown Commons, 
there is a short term seasonal opportunity 
to close this portion of Sutton Street to 
traffic and provide a temporary plaza 
for use by nearby businesses. Like the 
recommendations for Central Square, this 
temporary space should be programmed 
and can include a surface treatment, 
landscaping elements and temporary street 
furnishings. A rendering of how this space 
can look can be seen on the following 
page.  Businesses that would benefit from 
this space include Rosetti’s restaurant, 
D’Amici’s Bakery Cafe, and the Northshore 
Latino Business Association.

PHASE 2
If the City decides to move ahead in 
implementing the Downtown Commons, 
this portion of Central Ave would be 
permanently closed to through traffic. This 
means that Sutton Street would remain 
open to implement the suggested street 
grid Downtown. As shown here, future 
development of the Andrew Street parking 
lot could allow for Sutton Street to continue 
through to Andrew Street and help to break 
up that mega block. 
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IMPROVE OUR PUBLIC SPACES

before

Examples of temporary plazas from around the country. 

“if the busiest intersection 
in the world can create a 

new plaza, i’m sure we can do 

that in Lynn”
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Before and after rendering shows the transformation of the triangle at Central Ave & Liberty Street into a vibrant public space with seating for the 
nearby restaurant and bakery. 

after
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IMPROVE OUR PUBLIC SPACES
3.3 Activate connections to the T
The public spaces surrounding the T provide an opportunity to not only act as a gateway to Downtown, 
but provide a pleasurable experience for daily commuters. Besides a facelift to  the MBTA garage itself, 
these spaces include the areas outlined in pink below and could be improved in the following ways: 

[1] This area is next to the forthcoming ‘Ironbound District’ and has small outdoor plazas surrounding 
both sides of the entry to the platform, and should be beautified with plantings and public art. 

[2] The platform itself is very long and uncomfortable. The City should work with MBTA to provide more 
comfortable seating and protection from the elements. 

[3] This space currently provides minimal seating and the pavement is showing signs of wear. It would 
really benefit from updated lighting, landscaping and outdoor furnishings. 

[4] In this area, where commuters wait for bus transfers, there aren’t adequate shelters that shield riders 
from the elements. Investments in the bus riding experience would go a long way here. 

[5] This is the main cut through from the Downtown to the parking garage and the transportation 
center. Temporary placemaking of the space should include lush planters, new wayfinding signage, tree 
lighting, and public art. Residents also expressed interest in including a food cart for commuters to help 
activate the space. 

[1]

[4]

[5]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Food court reflecting Lynns 
diverse population, take-out 

for commuters
Pushcarts: food/retail

Coffee shop café in 
the bottom level of 

the garage

If you’re coming 

in from the train, 
it’s dark, it’s not 

inviting

we have 3000 
commuters every 

day

[5]
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4

PROMOTE INFILL DEVELOPMENT



In looking at the 2010 census counts, only 1,400 people live in the Downtown study area. While modest population growth that has taken 
place since then is a good start, if Downtown wants to build a critical mass of Downtown residents to support increased commercial 
activity, it needs to consider redeveloping low-activity properties, including vacant and partially vacant properties, surface parking lots 
and underutilized parcels into residential and mixed use buildings. This increased the number of residents will help support the types of 
commercial uses that the public would like to see.

Building out Downtown is, of course, a longer term strategy, so it is recommended that the City be strategic about focusing infill around 3 
existing anchors and centers of activity. These 3 focus areas for development Downtown are loosely defined by [1] the area around Central 
Square; [2] the area around the Lynn Auditorium; and [3] along Buffum Street. 

This area presents larger opportunities for active mixed use development, with the potential to infill sites in and around Central Square. Key 
sites include: 

4.1 Focus on key sites for development to build 
up the anchors

4.1.1 Make Central Square a Destination

i. 40 - 48 Central Square
 · Occupancy Status: Vacant
 · Site Acreage: .49 ac
 · Building Area: 8,588 sf
 · Stories: 2
 · Owner: Private, Out of state
 · Zoning: CBD

ii. 11 Spring Street
 · Occupancy Status: Vacant
 · Site Acreage: .22 ac
 · Building Area: 28,266 sf
 · Stories: 6
 · Owner: Private, Local
 · Zoning: CBD

iii. Lynn Item Building, 38 Spring Street
 · Occupancy Status: Vacant
 · Site Acreage: .25 ac
 · Building Area: 34,735 sf
 · Stories: 5
 · Owner: Private, Local
 · Zoning: CBD

iv. MBTA Viaduct, 20 Exchange Street
 · Occupancy Status: Vacant
 · Site Acreage: .77 ac
 · Building Area: 11,448 sf
 · Stories: 1
 · Owner: Public, MBTA
 · Zoning: CBD
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PROMOTE INFILL DEVELOPMENT

[1]

[1] MAKE 
CENTRAL 
SQUARE A 
DESTINATION  

LEVERAGE 
THE SUCCESS 
OF THE 
AUDITORIUM 
AND RECENT 
INVESTMENT

PROVIDE 
MORE OP-
PORTUNITIES  
FOR DOWN-
TOWN LIVING 
ON BUFFUM

[2]

[2]
[3]

[3]
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This area presents larger opportunities for active mixed use development, with the potential to extend housing and commercial infill on 
available sites.  Completing the rehabilitation of this area is critical to the perceptions of downtown.

This area presents an opportunity to extend Downtown’s fabric and act as a residential transition to the surrounding neighborhood. This 
investment area includes a longer term development site, a 1.5 acre surface public permitted parking lot currently utilized by the Lynn 
Community Health Center.  where there may be potential to infill larger surface parking lots. These sites not only have the opportunity to 
accommodate new apartment units, but also some single family townhomes on the North side of Buffum. This housing type is rarely seen 
Downtown and thus would help to provide more housing choice. Site design for these properties should be conscious of parking needs and 
developed to provide parking on the interior of the blocks with building facades meeting the street. Key sites include:  

4.1.2 Leverage the success of the auditorium and recent investment around Liberty & 
Central Avenue

4.1.3 Provide more opportunities for Downtown living on Buffum

i. Action Auto Sales, 100 Central Ave
 · Status: Occupied, Auto Garage
 · Site Acreage: .15 ac
 · Building Area: 1,142 sf
 · Stories: 5
 · Owner: Private, Local
 · Zoning: CBD

i. 58 Buffum, 32 Oxford, and 53 Blake Streets
 · Status: Occupied, Public Permitted Parking 

Lot for Lynn Community Health Center
 · Site Acreage: 1.52 ac
 · Owner: Public, City of Lynn
 · Zoning: CBD

ii. Andrew Street Lot, 0 Andrew Street
 · Status: Occupied, Public Parking Lot
 · Site Acreage: .97 ac
 · Owner: Public, City of Lynn
 · Zoning: CBD

ii. 69 Buffum Street
 · Status: Occupied, For Sale, Former Bowling 

Alley
 · Site Acreage: .89 ac
 · Building Area: 23,900 sf
 · Stories: 2
 · Owner: Private, Local
 · Zoning: CBD

iii.   80 Almont Street
 · Status: Vacant Building
 · Site Acreage: .074 ac
 · Building Area: 8,439 sf
 · Stories: 3
 · Owner: Private, Boston
 · Zoning: CBD
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PROMOTE INFILL DEVELOPMENT

4.2.1 Establish a mix of uses to make Downtown a neighborhood
 · Increase diversity of housing stock (by type and affordability). 
 · Encourage mixed-use and residential development to reinforce retail concentrations

4.2.2 Reinforce the urban form and architectural styles
 · Promote pedestrian activity
 · Provide active (not blank) facades
 · Respond to the block context

4.2.3 Balance Parking with New Development
 · Look for opportunities for shared parking strategies to minimize new surface parking spaces. 
 · Minimize the number of curb cuts intercepting sidewalks and pedestrian flow, especially on major pedestrian thoroughfares.
 · Practice efficient striping to maximize the number of cars that can fit on a surface lot.
 · Minimize visual impacts of parking by screening lots with ornamental landscaping or fencing.
 · Improving the connections to the parking lots themselves to maximize the pedestrian experience around the parking facilities
 · Minimize the presence of service/loading areas

The map to the right shows the potential build out of Downtown Lynn if all previous plans are implemented and all opportunity sites within 
the study are developed. As in Strategy 4.1, the City should prioritize development in Focus Zones to bolster community anchors and leverage 
recent investment. While designs for these structures are ultimately decided upon by the developers, there are some important best practices 
to consider when reviewing all new construction in Downtown: 

4.2 Integrate Opportunity sites into the larger 
vision for Downtown
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READY, SET, ACTION!
ALIGNING FUNDING WITH COMMUNITY PRIORITIES:

FIRST STEPS TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION: 
1. Put together a working group to work with business owners to improve 
storefronts & activate the sidewalks (seating, etc.)
2. Apply for complete streets funding to improve Central & Market Streets
3. Crowdfunding campaign for lighting improvements
4. Submit for an Artplace grant to fund placemaking ideas


